
CCS Sealers – purpose designed for enhancing the 
performance of coloured concrete

Your coloured concrete supplier

The coloured concrete is 
given further definition by 
creating geometric patterns 
using grooved joint lines or by 
saw cutting the surface at a 
later date.

Saw cuts or grooved finish
Patterns and textures are 
embedded into the concrete 
at the precast concrete 
plant or on site using 
specially designed forms.

Off form or precast concrete

Artistic Creations
Textured mats make it easier 
to provide an interesting, 
consistent pattern.

Objects can be placed 
in the concrete to leave 
permanent imprints.
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With honed concrete, 
grinding machines remove 
the top layer of the 
concrete to create a smooth 
matt/satin surface.

Polished concrete is 
concrete that is honed and 
then polished. The concrete 
is machined for a longer 
period of time using finer 
abrasives until the surface 
is extremely glossy and 
reflective.

With this method the top few 
millimetres of the coloured 
concrete is removed to create 
a coloured sand type finish.

Honed Concrete and Polished Concrete Sand blast finishes

POlisHedHOned

special CCs surface 
retarders such as CCs 
Reveal are applied to the 
surface of the wet concrete 
and then subsequently 
removed using water 
pressure to expose the 
coloured aggregate 
contained in the mix.

Exposed aggregate Rock Salt
A pitted or aged appearance 
is created by using the 
various CCs stamping mats 
or by adding 10mm lumps 
of rock salt to the wet 
surface. These lumps are 
subsequently dissolved with 
water to create a pitted 
surface.

Medium exposed lightly exposed

Machine trowel finish
Finishing the coloured 
concrete with a machine 
trowel gives a smooth, 
polished appearance.

it is important to note that 
a machine trowelled surface 
will show slight variations in 
colour, due to the finishing 
process involved.Broom Finish Trowel Finish

Broom and coving trowel finishes
The use of a broom or 
coving trowel to finish the 
concrete creates a textured 
surface.

A guide to some of the finishes that can be used 
to add character to coloured concrete

Concrete Colour Systems 
Colour palette 2010

inspire
any imagination!

colours
to

Creating coloured concrete using the CCS prepack system

1  Preformulated bags of CCs pigment 
concentrates are added to the concrete 
truck at the predesignated rate of one 
bag (or sometimes two, depending on 
the colour) per cubic metre.

2  After sufficient mixing, coloured 
concrete is discharged from the 
concrete truck.

3  Coloured concrete is screeded and 
floated.

4  A close up of the final result.

For optimum long term results all coloured concrete should be treated with a CCs 
penetrating or surface coating sealer.

site conditions, Green star requirements, aesthetics, and the desired level of 
chemical and abrasion resistance, will collectively determine which CCs sealer is the 
ideal coating for the particular project at hand.

Please note that there is no one sealer that is perfect for all applications, however 
at least one of our CCs sealers will be suitable in each application. The tables on this 
page are an excellent starting point for specifying the ideal CCs sealer for a variety 
of situations.

Recommended sealers for exterior applications
Application recommended sealer type of sealer low Voc 

Green star 
compliant

streetscapes CCs streetscape sealer Penetrating ✔

Bike Tracks CCs streetscape sealer Penetrating ✔

Pedestrian Paths CCs streetscape sealer Penetrating ✔

Building surrounds CCs streetscape sealer Penetrating ✔

Roadways CCs streetscape sealer Penetrating ✔

Honed Concrete CCs streetscape sealer Penetrating ✔

Concrete Paving CCs streetscape sealer Penetrating ✔

exposed Aggregate CCs streetscape sealer Penetrating ✔

shopping Centre 
surrounds

CCs stain Block Penetrating

Alfresco dining 
Areas 

CCs stain Block Penetrating

Honed Concrete 
and Terrazzo (food 
areas)

CCs stain Block Penetrating

Concrete Paving 
food areas

CCs stain Block Penetrating

natural Porous 
stone

CCs stain Block Penetrating

Vertical Walls CCs natural seal 
supreme H/V

Penetrating

Coloured Concrete 
and exposed 
Aggregate – 
domestic

CCs Hi-Build enduro Coating

High strength pigments 
made to endure

Only pure, high tint strength, long lasting pigments are used to create CCs Pigment 
Concentrates.

CCs Pigments consist of blends of synthetic iron oxides, titanium dioxides, chrome 
oxides and cobalt aluminium with maximum resistance to UV light and the 
aggressive alkaline conditions in concrete. They are manufactured in accordance 
with our Quality system certified to isO 9001 and conform to the relevant world 
standards for  concrete pigments. 

As a blender of pigments, we are experts in creating or matching colours for concrete.  
simply forward us a sample of the desired colour (such as a paint swatch, tile or 
paver) and our fully certified nATA laboratory will match it.

due to the size of our mixing equipment, a minimum of 500kg of pigment must be 
ordered (suitable for approx. 400m2 of concrete) to ensure a homogenous mixture is 
subsequently supplied.

Colour matching and special 
colour formulations

The enclosed swatches depict the colour that can be achieved using the prescribed 
dose rate of CCs Pigments in  concrete using a steel trowel finish.

Variations in colour between the enclosed swatches and the actual concrete colour 
achieved can occur due to differences in finishing techniques, curing methods, 
environmental conditions, the type and slump of concrete as well as the raw 
materials used.

Where an exact colour is essential, representative job samples using the intended 
raw materials; finishing techniques and sealers should be completed and then 
inspected once the sample has cured for 14 to 28 days.

colour variations between swatches and exposed 
aggregate and honed concrete surfaces.

The top layer of coloured concrete is removed when exposed aggregate or honed 
concrete finishes are created. Consequently the colour of the concrete will generally 
appear more ‘earthy’ compared to the enclosed colour swatches.  This is due to the 
dominance of the sands and aggregates used in the concrete mixture.

For more information regarding the optimum placement of coloured concrete, please 
refer to our Guidelines for Integrally Coloured Concrete on our website 
www.concretecoloursystems.com.au 

How to replicate the latest 
CCS colours

ccs stainblock 

A premium strength, modified silane sealer providing maximum resistance to oils 
and stains generated from food and beverages, chewing gum, water and salt. its 
penetrating nature creates a natural looking finish without any detrimental effect 
on slip resistance.

ccs streetscape sealer (water based)

A ‘Green star Building Code’ compliant, water based, penetrating silane-siloxane 
sealer providing resistance to oils and stains generated from food and beverages, 
chewing gum, water and salt. 

ccs natural seal supreme H/V

An economical penetrating silane-siloxane sealer that provides resistance to the 
ingress of water and salt.

ccs Hi-Build enduro

A high solids, durable acrylic sealer that enhances the colour of the concrete while 
providing a long life gloss.

CCS sealers for interior applications

There are four CCs sealers to choose from when sealing interior honed or polished 
concrete surfaces. 

The level of gloss and the depth of coating protection desired, will determine the 
sealer system that is used. A Platinum rating of ‘four stars’, for example, denotes 
a high build, extremely lustrous coating, whereas a Platinum rating of ‘one star’ 
denotes a more natural, low sheen finish.

The four star and three star finishes consist of a combination of an epoxy sealer over-
coated with the CCs decrathane polyurethane sealer. The epoxy sealer provides the 
high gloss and high build coating whilst the CCs decrathane provides the protection 
against UV light, scratching and marring.

Where a high gloss and high build look is not desired, the CCs decrathane semi-Gloss 
or satin sealers can be used in a minimum of two coatings to provide a single sealer 
system.

The table to the right lists the options.

A brief overview of the most popular CCS 
exterior sealers

Recommended sealers for interiors 
level of 
platinum 
Finish

Gloss 
level

depth of 
coating

number 
of coats

ccs sealer 
system

low Voc 
Green star 
compliant

4 star  
✶✶✶✶

High 
Gloss

High 
Build

2  

2

CCs Ultra epoxy 
100% solids as 
base coating.

CCs decrathane 
satin sealer as 
top coat.

✔

✔

3 star  
✶✶✶

semi 
Gloss

Medium 
Build

2

2

CCs Ultra epoxy 
water based 
base coating.

CCs decrathane 
satin sealer as 
top coat.

✔

✔

2 star  
✶✶

semi 
to low 
Gloss

Regular 
Build

2 CCs decrathane 
semi Gloss 
sealer.

✔

1 star  
✶

satin Regular 
Build

2 CCs decrathane 
satin sealer

✔

As noted in the table, all of the above CCs sealers contain low volatile organic 
compounds (VOC’s) and meet Green star Building Code ieQ-13 requirements.

Concrete Colour systems also supply a range of compatible polishes and cleaners to 
ensure the above sealer systems retain their beauty.

note:- For detailed sealer specifications go to www.concretecoloursystems.com.au 
or phone your nearest CCs office.

CCs pigment concentrates are UV and weather resistant.



Rich pigment blends for full depth colouring of grey concrete

Please note that due to space 
limitations at concrete plants,  
‘off white’ concrete is only 
available from a small number  
of concrete plant sites.

Pastel shades using 
off-white concrete

CCS GHOsT GUM CCS BlUe GUM CCS Raffia Beige CCS CORn* CCS kAlAHARi CCS CAnVAsCCS liMesTOneCCS CAMeO CCS sAndPlAin CCS GRAssHOPPeR CCS GiPsy* CCS APOllO*

CCS Onyx 21 CCS sMOkey BlUe CCS leMOn GRAss CCS RATTAn CCS BisCUiT CCS yORksTOneCCS eUCAlyPTUsCCS PAPeRBARk CCS CAnyOn  CCS lyCHeeCCS OUTBACk CCS PeWTeR

CCS BlACk 21 CCS GOTHiC CHARM CCS deseRT BUFF* CCS GOlden BROnze CCS sAddle CCS HOneyCOMBCCS iGUAnACCS dRiFTWOOd CCS MUdPACk* CCS elePHAnTCCS BRiCk Red CCS MUlBeRRy

CCS liQUORiCe* CCS VOOdOO* CCS PUTTy CCS MOROCCO CCS CARAMel CCS deseRT sAndCCS AMAzOnCCS sPiniFex CCS CHOCOlATe CCS WATeR BUFFAlO CCS RUBy CCS kAkAdU

CCS sAVAnnAH CCS sUndAnCe CCS CHeROkee CCS CAiROCCS CACTUs*CCS BOOMeRAnG CCS kelP*  CCS lizARd skin*CCS FiReCRACkeR* CCS MOss GReen

CCS snOW

CCS kinGFisHeR

CCS liGHT PeACH

CCS BUTTeRsCOTCH

Suggested Specification

Concrete is to be integrally coloured with Concrete Colour systems 

Pigment Concentrate (ph. 1800 077 744 or closest city ph. no). One pre-formulated bag  

(please use 2 bags where nominated by * )  is to be added for each cubic metre of 

  MPa, using  

cement. All surfaces should be finished uniformly – do not over-trowel. do not 

cure with plastic sheeting, membrane paper or intermittent wetting and drying. 

Caution should be taken to ensure any curing compound is suitable for both 

structural and aesthetic purposes.

CCs COlOUR nAMe

COnCReTe sTRenGTH GRey OR “OFF-WHiTe”


